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Abstract 
We show that if a graph G with r'(G) 1> 2 does not have an induced subgraph contractible to
K2,  3 o r  to  one of the subdivided wheels, then G has a spanning eulerian subgraph. As 
a corollary, such a graph has a nowhere-zero 4-flow. 
1. Introduction 
We follow the notations of Bondy and Murty [3], unless otherwise stated. A cycle of 
length n is called an n-cycle. A graph G is even if every vertex of G has even degree. If 
G is both connected and even, then G is eulerian. A graph G is supereulerian if it has 
a spanning eulerian subgraph. Thus by definition, K1 is supereulerian. Regarding K~ 
as having arbitrary high edge-connectivity, we observe that a supereulerian graph is 
2-edge-connected. Eulerian and supereulerian graphs have been discussed by many 
authors. See [13, 7] for surveys in the literature. 
An edge of G is said to be subdivided when it is deleted and replaced by a path of 
length 2 connecting its ends, the internal vertex of this path being a new vertex. 
A subdivision of a graph G, denoted by TG, is a graph that can be obtained from G by 
a sequence of edge subdivisions. 
A wheel HI. is the graph obtained from the n-cycle C. = VlV 2 " "  VnVl, where n >~ 2, by 
adding an extra vertex v and new edges {vvi: 1 <<. i <<. n}. The edges {vvi: 1 <~ i <~ n} are 
called spokes of I4". and the cycle C. is called the rim cycle of 141.. Define the subdivided 
wheel W~*. to be the graph obtained from IV. by replacing each edge v~v~+ 1,(1 ~< i ~< n), 
(rood n)) by a path of length 2, vivlvi+l (say), where {v'l ..... v'.} c~ V(W.) = 0. We shall 
call the vertex v • V(W*) the center of W*, and the vertices v~ spoke-vertices of W*, 
and the edges in W* - v the rim edges of W*. Note that WE* ~ K2, 3. Let 
~= {W*: n>f 2}. 
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Fig. 1. The graphs IV* and WJ'. 
It should be noted that the subdivided wheels are not arbitrary subdivisions of wheels. 
Fig. 1. shows the graphs of IV* and WJ <. 
For a subset X ~_ E(G), the contraction G/X is the graph obtained from G by 
identifying the ends of each edge in X and then deleting the resulting loops. Note that 
the edges in E(G/X) can be regarded as edges in E(G). I fH is a subgraph, then we use 
G/H for G/E(H). Note that by this definition, if H is a connected subgraph of G, then 
G/H = G/G[V(H)]. (1) 
A graph H is a minor of G if H is isomorphic to the contraction image of a subgraph 
of G. We call H an induced minor of G if H is isomorphic to the contraction image of an 
induced subgraph of G. 
In this note, we shall show the following result, whose proof appears in Section 4. 
Theorem 1.1. Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph. The following are equivalent: 
(i) Every 2-edge-connected in uced subgraph of G is supereulerian. 
(ii) G has no induced minor isomorphic to a member in ~,¢r. 
As G is an induced subgraph of itself, Corollary 1.2 is an immediate consequence of
Theorem 1.1. 
Corollary 1.2. I f  G is 2-edge-connected and does not have an induced minor isomorphic 
to a member in ~,/', then G is supereulerian. 
Corollary 1.2 has an application to a special kind of cycle double cover of graphs. 
A cycle double cover of a graph G is a collection of even subgraphs H1,//2 .... , Hm of 
G such that every edge of G occurs in exactly two of the Hi's. When m = 3, we say that 
G has a cycle double cover with 3 even subgraphs. Bermond et al. [2] showed that 
a graph G admits a cycle double cover with 3 even subgraphs if and only if G has 
a nowhere-zero 4-flow. (For the terms and for a survey on flows, see [1 l id 
There have been many excluded minor results (see [8-12, 16, 18], among others). 
A prominent conjecture of Tutte [14] states that if a 2-edge-connected graph G does 
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not have a Petersen graph minor, then G has a cycle double cover with 3 even 
subgraphs. 
Theorem 1.3 (Walton and Welsh [17]). Every 2-edge-connected graph without a sub- 
graph contractible to K3.3 has a cycle double cover with 3 even subgraphs. 
It is known (see [6] for a proof) that every supereulerian graph has a cycle double 
cover with 3 even subgraph, and so Corollary 1.4 below follows immediately from 
Corollary 1.2. 
Corollary 1.4. I f  G is 2-edge-connected and does not have an induced minor isomorphic 
to a member in "IV, then G has a cycle double cover with 3 even subgraphs. 
Corollary 1.4 cannot be derived from Theorem 1.3. Consider the complete graph 
K.. When n >~ 6, K. does have K3, 3 as its subgraph, and so one cannot conclude that 
K, has a cycle double cover with 3 even subgraphs from Theorem 1.3. On the other 
hand, every induced subgraph of K, is a complete subgraph and so K. does not have 
any induced minor isomorphic to a member in ~V. Therefore, Corollary 1.4 assures 
that K. has a cycle double cover with 3 even subgraphs. 
As K4 satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 1.4, one can see that a graph satisfying 
the hypothesis of Corollary 1.4 may not have a nowhere-zero 3-flow, and so the 
conclusion of Corollary 1.4 cannot be improved in that direction. 
We also indicate that the proof of Theorem 1.3 depends on the 4-color-theorem [ 1 ], 
whereas the proof of Theorem 1.1 does not depend on the 4-color-theorem. 
2. Induced minors 
It is known that the minor of a minor is also a minor. This in fact is also true for 
induced minors. 
Proposition 2.1. If H is an induced minor of G and if L is an induced minor of H, then 
L is an induced minor of G. 
Proof. Let H' be an induced subgraph of G and let Ht ..... Hk be vertex-disjoint 
connected subgraphs of H' such that 
By (1), we assume that all the Hi's are induced subgraphs in G as well as in H'. Let 
vl .. . . .  Vk be the vertices in V(H) to which H1,..., Ilk are contracted, respectively. Let 
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L' be an induced subgraph of H and let L1 ..... Lm be vertex-disjoint connected 
subgraphs of L' such that 
L ' / (  O E(Lj))~-L. 
j= l  
By (1) again, all Lj's are assumed to be induced subgraphs in H as well as in L'. By the 
definition of contradiction, edges in E(H) and in E(L) can be regarded as edges in 
E(G). For 1 ~< j ~< m, we may assume that 
vj ...... vj,,,, c V(Lj). (2) 
For 1 ~< j ~< m, let Rj = G[E(Lj)w (UT~=J~ E(Hg,))], and let 
R = GIE(L) u (j~_Jl E(Rj))I. (3) 
Note that the Rj's and R are subgraphs of G. We shall show that R is an induced 
subgraph of G and R/(U m E(Rj)) "~ L. j= l  = 
Suppose, by contradiction, that e = uv e E(G) - E(R) with u, v e V(R). By (3), each 
of u and v must be either incident in G with edges in E(L), or lying in Uj~ 1 V(Rj). If 
both u and v are in some V(Hi) or in some V(Rj), then since all Hi's and all Lj's are 
induced subgraphs, uv e E(R) by (3), a contradiction. Thus e = uv must be an edge in 
E(L), and so must be in E(R), by (3), contrary to the assumption that e ¢ E(R). 
To see that R/(Uj~IE(Rj))~L, we observe that by (3) and by (2), 
R/(Uk=I E(Hi)) -~ L' and so by (3), 
(4) 
This proves Proposition 2.1. [] 
3. Reduced graphs 
We follow the notation of Catlin [4]. For any R _~ V(G) with IRI even, a subgraph 
T of G is called an R-subgraph if G - E(T) is connected and R is the set of vertices of 
odd degree in T. A graph G is collapsible if for every subset R ~_ F(G) with IRI even, 
G has an R-subgraph. In [4], Catlin has shown that every graph has a unique 
collection of maximal collapsible subgraphs. The graph obtained from G by contract- 
ing each maximal collapsible subgraph to a single vertex is called the reduction of G. 
A graph is reduced if it is the reduction of some graph. 
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Theorem 3.1 (Catlin [4]).Let G be a graph. Each of the following holds. 
(i) G is supereulerian if and only if G', the reduction of G, is supereulerian. 
(ii) I f  G is reduced, then G does not contain cycles of length at most 3. 
(iii) G is reduced if and only if G has no nontrivial collapsible subgraphs. 
(iv) I f  G is supereulerian, and if X ~_ E(G), then the contraction G/X is 
supereulerian. 
also 
Let F = W* • ~Y" and assume that G contains a TF as subgraph. Define the 
spoke-vertices of TW* to be the spoke-vertices of W*, and the rim cycle of TW* to be 
the cycle in TF corresponding to the rim cycle of W*. Then TF is said to be adjustable 
in G if G has an edge e • E(G) - E(TF) that joins two spoke-vertices of TF. 
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a reduced graph that is spanned by a TF for some F • ~.  Then 
one of the following must hold: 
(i) G has an induced minor that is isomorphic to a member in ~U. 
(ii) TF is adjustable in G. 
Proof. Let G be a counterexample with minimum number of vertices. By (iii) of 
Theorem 3.1, any subgraph H of G is reduced. If G has a proper induced subgraph 
H that is spanned by a nonadjustable TF' for some F' • ~,  then by the minimality of 
G,H has an induced minor isomorphic to a member in ~.  It then follows by 
Proposition 2.1 that G has an induced minor isomorphic to a member in ~,  
a contradiction. Hence we assume that if H is a proper induced subgraph of G, then 
H is not spanned by a nonadjustable TF' for some F'e ~#~. (5) 
Case 1: G is spanned by a nonadjustable TK2, 3. 
Let Px = 1)Ul u2 " ' "  UmU, P2 = vvx I)2 " ' "  1)k u and P3 = 1)w~ w 2 ... wru denote the three 
internally vertex-disjoint paths in G that form a TK2,3 which spans G, where 
m, k, p/> 1. If G is the union of these three paths, then G itself is a TK2, 3 and so G can 
be contracted to a K2,3 E~-r. Hence we may assume that 
3 
E(G) -  ~ E(P,) ¢ O. (6) 
i= l  
For convenience, we denote in the proof of Case 1 that 
v = vo = Uo = Wo and u : 1)m+l "~-  Uk+l : Wp+l" 
Claim 1. Each of the following holds: 
(a) For O <~ i< i+ 1 < j <<. m+ 1, uiu~q~ E(G). 
(b) For 0 <~ i < i + 1 < j <. k + 1, vivjq~ E(G). 
(c) ForO<~i<i+ l< j<~p+ 1, wlw2¢E(G). 
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Proof. We only need to show (a) of Claim 1. By contradiction we assume that 
uiuj ~ E(G). Since this TKz.3 is nonadjustable, uv ¢i E(G). Thus G - {ut: i < l<  j} is 
also spanned by a nonadjustable TK2,3, contrary to (5). This proves Claim I. [] 
By (6) and by Claim 1, we assume that for some i and j with 0 < i < m + 1 and with 
0 < j  < k + 1, UiV i E E(G). 
Claim 2. l f  uivj e E(G), then one of thefollowin9 holds: 
(a) k>j>l , i=  1 andm= 1; 
(b) m>i>l , j=  1 andk= 1. 
Since G has no 2-cycles nor 3-cycles, (by (ii) of Theorem 3.1), it is impossible to have 
both i = 1 and j = 1, and so we may assume that j > 1. 
Proof. Suppose first that j  < k. (Thus 1 < j  < k.) I f i  > 1, then G - {v,:j + 1 ~ t ~ k} 
will be spanned by a T~ ~ TK2,3 consisting of three internally vertex-disjoint paths: 
VUl u2 ... ul, vvl ... vjui and vw l ... WnUUmUr,- I "'" Ul. By Claim 1, uiv ¢ E(G) and so T1 is 
nonadjustable in G, contrary to (5). Similarly, a contradiction obtains if i < m, by 
considering the graph G-  {vt: 1 ~< t ~<j -  1}. Thus if j<  k, then m = i = 1. 
Suppose then that j = k. By (ii) of Theorem 3.1, G has no cycles of length less than 4, 
and so 1 ~< i < m. Thus by k = j > 1, G - {v,: 1 ~< t < j} is a proper induced subgraph 
of G spanned by a Tz ~- TK2.3 consisting of three internally disjoint paths: 
uiui+l ...u,,u, ulvku, uiui-i  ...UlVWl ...wpu. By Claim 1, uluC E(G), and so T2 is 
nonadjustable, contrary to (5). This completes the proof of Claim 2. [] 
By Claim 2, we may assume that (a) of Claim 2 holds, and so m = 1. If there is no 
edge in G joining a w; to a vertex in V(P2) - {v, u}, then by Claims 1 and 2, and by the 
fact that G has no 3-cycles (ii) of Theorem 3.1), G itself is a TW* with center ul, for 
some n ~> 3. 
Hence there are edges in G joining some wi to a vj. Applying Claim 2 to vjwi, (or 
repeating the argument of Claim 2) we must have i = p = 1 (or j  = k = 1). As G does 
not have 3-cycles, ((ii) of Theorem 3.1), there exist integers i, i' with 1 < i < i' < k such 
that viul,vi,wl ~ E(G). Thus G[{vt: 0 <~ l <<. i'} w {ul, wt}] is a proper induced sub- 
graph of G spanned by a T3 = TK2.3 consisting of three internally disjoint paths: 
VUlVi, VVl ""v i - lv i ,  and VWxVrVi,-1 ""vi. By Claim 1, vviCE(G) and so T3 is not 
adjustable, contrary to (5). This proves Case 1. 
Case 2: G is spanned by a TW*,  for some n >1 3. 
Let v be the center of this TW* and let C = wowl ... w,,wo be the sequence of 
vertices of the rim cycle of the TW*.  If wl is a spoke-vertex of this TW*,  then we use 
P(wi) to denote the (v, w~)-path in the TW*.  The spoke-vertices will then divide the 
cycle C into several sections. 
Claim 3. For every spoke vertex wl, [E(P(wi))[ = 1. 
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Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that IE(P(wO)I > 1. Let X = V(P(wi ) ) -  {wl, v}. 
Since IE(P(wl))I > 1, X 4 0. Since G is spanned by a TW* with n >~ 3, G - X is an 
induced subgraph of G spanned by a TW* 1. Since the TW* is nonadjustable in G, 
this TW*_ 1 is nonadjustable in G also, contrary to (5). This proves Claim 3. [] 
Proof of Proposition 3.2 (continued). By Claim 3, G is spanned by a TK2.3 and so we 
are back to Case 1. This proves Proposition 3.2. [2 
4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
Assume that (i) of Theorem 1.1 holds. Since every member in qC in nonsuper- 
eulerian, it follows by (iv) of Theorem 3.1 that G cannot have an induced minor in ~¢. 
This proves (i) ~ (ii) of Theorem 1.1. 
Now we assume the truth of (ii) of Theorem 1.1 to establish (i) of Theorem 1.1 by 
contradiction. Suppose that G is a counterexample to (ii) ~( i )  of Theorem 1.1 with 
I V(G)I is minimized. (7) 
Since G is a counterexample, G has no induced minor in ~¢" but G has an induced 
2-edge-connected subgraph that is not supereulerian. By (i) of Theorem 3.1 and by the 
minimality of G, we may assume that 
G is reduced, not supereulerian and x(G) >/2. 
By (8), G is reduced and so by (ii) of Theorem 3.1, 
G has no 3-cycles. 
(8) 
(9) 
If G has an induced subgraph spanned by a nonadjustable TF for some F ~ ~C, 
then by Propositions 3.2 and 2.1, G has an induced minor in ~¢/', contrary to (ii) of 
Theorem 1.1. Hence we assume that for any induced subgraph L of G, 
L is not spanned by a TF for some F ~ ~.  (lO) 
By (8), x(G) ~> 2. Thus G has an eulerian subgraph, and so an induced supereulerian 
subgraph. Let H be an induced supereulerian subgraph of G such that I V(H)I is 
maximized. Since G is not supereulerian, I V(G)I > I V(H)I. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  IV (G) -V(H) I  ~ 2, then for any v~ V(G) -V(H) ,  G -v  has a 
cut-edge eo ~ E(G) - E(H) such that G - {v, eo} has H as one of the components. 
Proof. If x'(G - v) >~ 2, then since G - v is a proper induced subgraph of G, by the 
minimality of G, G - v is supereulerian. This contradicts the maximality of H, since 
IV(G) - V(H)I ~> 2. Then by (8), K(G) >t 2 and so G - v is still connected. Therefore 
G - v must have a cut-edge ~ so that the order of the component of G - {v,e,,} 
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containing H is minimized. Then this component must be 2-edge-connected. By the 
maximality of H, this component must be H itself. [] 
Lemma 4.3. V(G) - V(H) consists of a single vertex v (say) and N(v) ~_ V(H) where 
N(v) is the set of neighbors of v in G. 
Proof. It suffices to show that IV(G) - V(H)[ = 1. Suppose that [ V(G) - V(H)[/> 2. 
Let w ~ V(G) - V(H). By Lemma 4.2, there is an edge ew ~ E(G) - E(H) such that 
G-  {w, ew} has H as one of its components. Let x ~ V(G) -  V(H) be the vertex 
incident with ew. Since e~ is a cut-edge of G - w, 
IN(x) n V(H)I = 1. (11) 
By Lemma 4.2, G - x has a cut-edge x such that H is a component of G - {x, ex}. 
Let y ~ V(G) - V(H) be the vertex incident with e,. Since e, is a cut-edge of G - x, 
IN(y) c~ V(H)I = 1. (12) 
It follows by (11) and (12) that {e~, e~} is an edge-cut of G. Note that {e~, ew} is an 
edge-cut of G lying in E(G) - E(H) such that one of the components of G - {ew, ex} 
contains H. Suppose that, among all such edge-cuts of size 2 of G that are in 
E(G) - E(H), {e',e"} is so chosen that the component H' of G - {e',e"} which does 
not contain H, has as few vertices as possible. The minimality of l V(H')[ forces that 
either I V(H')I = 1, or both I V(H')I/> 2 and x'(H') t> 2. 
Assume first that I V(H')I ~> 2 and ~c'(H') >~ 2. Let G1 = G/H'. Then G1 is an induced 
minor of G. Since G does not have induced minor in ~/" and by Proposition 2.1, GI has 
no induced minor in ~ either. That x'(G0/> 2 follows from K'(G) 1> 2. Thus by the 
minimality of G, GI is supereulerian. Note that E(G~) c E(G). If F' is a spanning 
eulerian subgraph of GI, then since {e',e"} is an edge-cut, F = G[E(F')] must be 
a trial with V(G) - V(H') c V(F) such that the two ends o f f  are in V(H'). (These two 
ends may be identical.) Since H' is connected, F can be extended to a eulerian 
subgraph that contains at least one vertex in V(H'), contrary to the maximality of H. 
Hence we assume that [ V(H')[ = 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that v is 
the only vertex in V(H') and e is an edge incident with v. Let G2 = G/{e}. 
Again G2 does not have any induced minor in ~ by (ii) of Theorem 1.1 and by 
Proposition 2.1. Thus by the minimality of G, G2 has a spanning eulerian subgraph F~. 
Since the degree of v is 2, F2 = G [E(F~)] is connected and is either a spanning eulerian 
subgraph of G, contrary to the assumption that G is not supereulerian, or is an 
eulerian subgraph of G that contains all vertices of V(G) -  {v}, contrary to the 
maximality of H, since [ V(F2)[ = [ V(G)I - 1 > I V(H)I. 
These contractions establish Lemma 4.3. [] 
Theorem 4.4 (Veblen [15]). A connected graph is eulerian if and only if it is an 
edge-disjoint union of cycles. 
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By Lemma 4.3, V(G) - V(H) = {v}. Let F denote a spanning eulerian subgraph of 
H. Then by Theorem 4.4, F is an edge-disjoint union of cycles C~, C2 ..... Cq (say). 
Lemma 4.5. For any i (1 ~ i ~ q), I V(Ci) c~ N(v)l ~ 1. 
Proof. Suppose IV(Ci) c~N(v) l=s>~2. By (9), G has no 3-cycles, and so 
G[V(Ci) w {v}] is spanned by a nonadjustable W*, contrary to (10). [] 
Define a new graph C(F) whose vertices are {Ct, C2 . . . . .  Cq}, where two vertices 
Ci and Cj in V(F) are adjacent if and only if V(C3 c~ V(Cj) :/: O. As F is eulerian, C(F) 
is connected. 
By (8), we have 6(G) t> 2, and so the only vertex v in V(G) - V(H) must have degree 
at least 2. Let the set of neighbors of v in G be 
N(v)  = {Vl ,V2 . . . . .  vm}. 
Recall that C(F) is connected. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
P = C~ C2 ... C~ is a shortest path in C(F) such that 
(PI) vl • V(CO and v2 • V(Ct), and that 
(P2) no internal vertex Ci in this path satisfies V(Ci) n N(v) :/: 0, for all 1 < i < I. 
Lemma 4.6. vl $ V(C2) and v2 q~ V(Ct-1). 
Proof. This follows from the assumption that P is a shortest path satisfying (P1) 
and (P2). [] 
Lemma 4.7. For each i, 1 <~ i <~ I - 1, there is a vertex wi • V(Ci) c~ V(Ci+ 1) such that 
G[U~:,+ t V(Cj)] has a (w,,v2)-path Qi and such that V(Q~) n [U~=I V(Cj)] = {w,}. 
Proof. Assume first that i - - - l -1 .  By Lemma 4.6, v2 q~ V(CI-1). Choose wt-~ 
V(Ct_ 1) n V(Ct) such that w~_ 1 and v2 are as close as possible in Ct, and so one of the 
two (w~_ 1, v2)-paths is the Qt- 1 we want in C~. 
Inductively, we assume that there is a vertex Wk• V(Ck)c~ V(Ck+I) such that 
G[U~=k+ ~ V(Cj)] has a (Wk, V2)-path Qk and such that V(Qk)c~ V(Ck)= {Wk}, and 
that k > 1. Since P is shortest, Wk ¢ V(Ck- ~) for otherwise Ck can be deleted from P. 
Choose Wk- t • V(Ck- 1) c~ V(Ck) such that Wk-x and Wk are as close as possible in Ck, 
and so one of the two (Wk-l,Wk)-paths together with Qk is the Qk-i we want in 
Lemma 4.7 is now proved by induction. 
Lemma 4.8. Let w1,w 2 . . . .  ,Wl_ 1 be defined in Lemma 4.7 and write Wo = vl and 
wt = v2. Then for each i, 0 <~ i <~ I - 1, wiwi+ l ~ E(G). 
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Proof. Assume first that VlWl = WoW1 ~ E(G). Then Cl has two internally vertex- 
disjoint (vl ,wl)-paths Pt and/ '2  (say), each having length at least 2. By Lemma 4.7, 
Q1 is a (wl, v2)-path which is also internally vertex-disjoint from P~ and P2. Therefore, 
G[V(Pt) w V(P2) w V(Q1) w {v}] is spanned by a TK2,3. As W1/) 1 ~ E(G), this TK2, 3 
is not adjustable, contrary to (10). 
Inductively, we assume that wiwi+ 1 ~ E(G) for all 0 ~< i ~< k - 1 and that k ~ l - 1. 
Let Q = VlW2Wa"'Wk denote this (Vl,Wk)-path in G[Uk=t  V(Ci)]. Suppose that 
WRWk+I q~ E(G). Then Ck+l has two internally vertex-disjoint (Wk, Wk+ 1)-paths P~ and 
P~ (say), each having length at least 2. By Lemma 4.7, Qk+ 1 is a (Wk+ 1, v2)-path which 
is also internally vertex-disjoint from P[ and P~. Therefore, G[V(P'I)w V(P'z)u 
V(Q) w V(Qk+I) w {v}] is spanned by a TK2,3. As WkWR+I q~ E(G), this TK2,a is not 
adjustable, contrary to (10). 
Lemma 4.8 is now proved by induction. [] 
Proof  of Theorem 1.1 (continued). For two sets X and Y, the symmetric difference of 
X and Y is 
x ~ Y = (x  u Y) - (x  ~ r).  
By Lemma 4.8, F'  = vvl w2 ". wt- 1 v2 v is a cycle. Since each Ci contains at most one 
edge (namely wi_ i wi) in F', F - E(F') is still connected. Therefore G[E(F) ~) E(F')] is 
a spanning eulerian subgraph of G, contrary to (8). 
This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. [] 
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